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Class Novel Reward:
We have concluded our class focus novel:
‘Fantastic Mr Fox’ by Roald Dahl. Students
were so engaged and were eager to find out
what was going to happen next after each read.
We have rewarded students this week by
watching the movie and to also see the comparison between the book and film.
-Book

Film-

literacy:
Writing
We are currently starting our next writing
unit: procedural writing. Students have written a piece on ‘How To Make Fairy Bread’ during their cold write (pre-unit writing) for us to
see their level of understanding around procedural writing.
Next week students will be learning about
specific language that we need to use to ensure steps are undertaken correctly. We will
also be introducing the structure of a procedural text type.

Reading
Students have learnt how to identify the main
idea and supporting details from a non-fiction
text. They are also applying their knowledge
of key features of non-fiction texts though
identifying and outlining the purpose of the
text feature in the text they read.

Maths:
Student of the Week
CONGRATULATIONS TO…
Wk 5: Rylee Grimmond (1/2A)
Seyesta Meuiner (1/2B)
Wk 6: Tommy Thompson (1/2A)
Jaxon Chaplin (1/2B)

We have been learning subtraction through a
range of strategies including; using fingers,
number sentences, compensation, number line,
adjusting numbers and many more!
Students have been working at their point of
need during this unit. With some students
working on missing number sentences, worded
problems, subtraction facts up to 20, subtracting two two-digit, three digit and even
four digit numbers!
As of next week, we will be starting our Data
and Representation unit.

Important Dates:
Curriculum Day: Friday 7th of June.
Queen’s Birthday Public Holiday: Monday 1 0th of June.
Grandparents Morning: Monday 1 7th of June.

Notes to Remember:
Readers: Keep encouraging your child to read every night.
It has been fantastic seeing so many students reach 100 nights
of reading!

100 Nights of Reading!
CONGRATULATIONS TO…
1/2A:Addisyn Brown, Mitchell Copley,
Heath Kilpatrick, Sammy Pickering, Xavier
Hynd, Georgie Fechner, Emily Foot, Joshua Barnes and Ollie Dennis.
1/2B:Mitch Pickering.

